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Abstract

Title of Dissertation: Analysis of the effectiveness of monitoring, control and surveillance measures: South Africa as a case study

Degree: MSc

This dissertation focused on the effectiveness of law enforcement measures applicable in South Africa to deter, eliminate and prevent IUU fishing. The aim is to analyse the South African law enforcement and Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) measure’s effectiveness to combat illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing (IUU). The purpose is to determine efficient ways in which fisheries management can improve the MCS measures.

In its endeavour to achieve this, the study analysed international instruments and their implementation of policies in South African fisheries sectors. Furthermore, assessed the applicable methods, whether they fulfil the international obligations of sustainability and conservation of marine living resources as well as combating IUU fishing. The study took a normative approach, as it determines appropriate decision making that will provide the desired outcome. This was achieved by analysis of previous institutional decisions regarding law enforcement of MCS measures and by a comparative analysis of Norway case.

A comparative study of Norway fisheries management was conducted to determine the best practices applied internationally. The study found that there are inconsistencies in decision making process, lack of transparency and incapacity of law enforcement measures to combat IUU fishing. The study has established that South African legislation may be improved to meet the international standards by investing in law enforcement capacity. In this process they can elect practical measures that is proven to be successful internationally.

Keywords: IUU Fishing, law enforcement, MCS, Instruments.
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Chapter 1: Analysis of the effectiveness of monitoring, control and surveillance measures: South Africa as a case study

1.1 Introduction and Background

Fish is a critical source of nutrition and has numerous health benefits to human consumption. Globally, it has been adopted as among the highest recommended meat for protein. However, growth in demand contributes to the illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) fishing in all industrial, recreational and small-scale fishing. IUU affects the livelihood of communities, threatens the world food security, and the health of marine ecosystems. Furthermore, it compromises efforts made by both national and regional fisheries management to combat this IUU fishing (FAO, 2019). In a global scale, IUU fishing accounts for 26 million tonnes of fish and economical losses estimated at USD 23 billion. As such valuable fish stocks remain depleted and fishing becomes unsustainable (FAO, 2020a). Developing countries are severely affected. For instance, in the African continent it is estimated that the fisheries and aquaculture sector have a value of about USD17.4 billion, however the import and export are far less than expected, owing to IUU fishing (De Graaf & Garibaldi, 2015).

IUU fishing is either,

i) carried out by national or foreign vessels under the national jurisdiction in waters under jurisdiction of a coastal State, without authorisation by the State or in contravention of its laws and regulations; or

ii) Unregulated fishing conducted by vessels flying the flag of States that are parties to the relevant RFMO but operate in contravention of conservation and management measures adopted by the organization and which the States are bound, or in contravention of the conservation and management measures adopted by that organization and by which the State are bound, or in contravention of the relevant provisions of the applicable international law; or

iii) In violation of national laws or international obligations, including those undertaken by cooperating States to a relevant regional fisheries management organization that is unauthorised according to national, or international laws (Baltin, 2001).

IUU fishing encompasses every stage of fishing and various stakeholders. Furthermore, illegal fishing occurs in both the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) and at high seas (van der Marel,
Illegal fishing is regarded as transboundary crime and connected to crimes such as human trafficking and slavery (De Coning & Witbooi, 2015a).

The Republic of South African (SA) coastlines is characterized by the magnificent coastline and one of the most productive Large Marine Ecosystems (LME) in the world, due to the cold West coast Benguela Current and the warm East coast Agulhas Current. It has a coastline that extends to 3000km from the Southeast Atlantic Ocean including the Indian Ocean surrounding Mozambique. These coastlines have various ecosystem productivity that is beneficial to the commercial fishing sector with high valued fish and invertebrate animals. Hence, the industrial fishing companies are based in the West and East coast of Cape Town where their commercial lie (Belhabib et al., 2019).

Due to the varying composition of the LME, the SA waters require different equipment’s in different locations along the coast for capture of fishes. The biggest industrial fisheries prominently harvest the inshore demersal hake trawl and the small pelagic seine fishery for fishes such as anchovy and sardine, both these sectors are situated in south west coast. The offshore sectors include a large pelagic longline fishery for tuna, shark and billfish. In Kwa-Zulu Natal (KZN) coastline, the commercial fishing sectors harvest mainly shrimp and West Coast Rock Lobster (WCRL). Also, the industry is targeted by subsistence and recreational fishers that operate in the coast (FAO, 2018).

In terms of Marine Living Resources Act (MRLA) no18, 1998 (56) defines subsistence fisher “as a natural person who regularly catches fish for personal consumption of his or her dependents, including one who engages from time to time in local sale or barter of excess catch, but does not include a person who engages on substantial scale in the sale of fish on commercial basis”. Illegal fishing affects all fishing sectors, however in SA abalone and WCRL commercial fishing sector for instance is mostly affected by the increase in IUU fishing and its high value in the black market leading to elements of organized crime (De Coning & Witbooi, 2015). In the year 2019, small-scale fisheries contributed about R3 billion to the economy and about 15,000 jobs were created (Ndlangamandla, 2020).

In 1994 South Africa became a democratic country, after historical exclusion of people of colour in economic participation. The 1996 South African Constitution provided basic human rights and this was followed by drafting of legislation that required inclusion of participation
of every South Africans. This period between 1994-2004 was a transitional period for the country and it included fishing industry transformation. The coastal communities hoped for change in the form of fishing rights allocation to fishers who “fished for own use or non-commercial profits” and in some instance licenses were unnecessary if no bag limits were exceeded, however fishing for personal use was not defined (Hauck M & Sowman, 2001) This process of new policies was challenging period and involved organized labour disputes (Sowman et al., 2014).

To address these issues, MLRA was adopted with underlying principles as envisaged by the Constitution based on equality, sustainability and economic stability. However, there was a contention raised towards allocation of rights to undeserving holders. The rights were allocated to big industrial fishers, which left new entrants with no hope, the process was seen as failing to address the “socio-economic and cultural needs of poor fishers and communities”, however, this individual rights allocation have been seen as failed in policy transformation (Raemaekers, 2009).

Fisheries are managed through the quota system determined annually together with fisheries administrators with scientific recommendations by means of Total Allowable Catch (TAC) which provides the limit allowed to fish and the Total Allowable Effort (TAE) which provides the time it takes for provides the limit allowed to fish and the Total Allowable Effort (TAE) which provides the time it takes for catches. Prior to adoption of MLRA abalone fishing was harvested by anyone without restrictions or control. The purpose is to limit overexploitation of fish stocks (Morgan, 2001).

Nonetheless, South African fisheries management is commanded by the local and international community as being effective based on the efforts to meet the globally best practices. This includes “progress in implementation of responsible management in accordance with an ecosystem approach and principles of optimum utilization, ecologically sustainable development of marine living resources and conserve these resources for future generations” (Cochrane et al., 2020). However, this progress is overshadowed by the continual poaching of for instance, Abalone (Haliotis midae) and West Coast Rock Lobster (WCRL) (Branch & Clark, 2006).
However, the fisheries management decisions not to adhere to scientific recommendations contradicted its objectives of sustainability and conservation of marine living resources for the future. This issue was a point of litigation in the case of “WWF South Africa v the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and others” (Rajah, 2019).

This study focuses on the national law enforcement measures and the capacity to combat IUU fishing in the South African fishing sectors. Furthermore, it analyses the Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) measures applicable in South Africa and the effectiveness thereof. The case of Norway as a major fishing nation will be analysed in order to establish best practices applied in that country to combat IUU fishing (Attard et al., 2014).

Following the above perspective, monitoring the marine resources by means of enforcement of national laws and regulation of international agreements fisheries such as the 1958 Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of High Seas, adopted and the 1967 Convention on the Conduct of Operation in North Atlantic thereon set standards for its members to promote good order while at sea.

Regionally, the African Union (AU) through Africa Integrated Maritime Strategy 2050 (AIMS-2050) took cognisance to address IUU by providing guidelines as follows. To “deter IUU fishing activities, sanctions of sufficient gravity as to deprive the offenders of the benefits accruing from their illegal activities” shall be put in place as per the 2005 Rome Declaration on IUU Fishing, which might include seizure of assets and prosecution, with the most stringent stand for compensation. All Member States are accordingly encouraged to report any IUU fishing activity to the AU for supplementary stringent dissuasive actions through all available channels deemed appropriate” (Negm, 2012). African Union (2012) in his document stated and agreed to adopt the following measure to deter IUU fishing

1) “Effective licensing and control of vessels allowed to fish by Flag States;”
2) Real-time positional reporting by licensed vessels via Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS);
3) Surveillance and interception of irresponsible fishing by on-water patrols;
4) Implementation of technical regulations for the safety of non-convention fishing vessels; and Promotion of effective Flag State implementation in a broader context through the enforcement of RFMO measures, such as ‘white’ or ‘black lists’ to identify ‘bad actors’ ”


1.2 Problem Statement

IUU fishing is happening in all fishing sectors in South Africa. For example, prevalence in poaching of abalone due to its high value has led to an 88% decrease in the total allowable catch (TAC). The international approach to combat IUU fishing is based on a combination of compliance with regulations and law enforcement. However, this approach has apparently not yielded results in South Africa where the figures keep increasing, even though these illegal activities have been reframed as organized crime (De Coning & Witbooi, 2015). South Africa has lost billions of rand to illegal fishing activities and poaching (Phakathi, 2019).

The increase rise of IUU fishing deprives the communities that depend on fish of their livelihood, impairs economic prosperity and triggers the unsustainability of fish stocks.

1.3 Aim and Objectives

The aim of the study is to analyse the international legal framework on fisheries protection and the legal measures taken by South Africa for the same purpose. While the latter is a robust regime, the effectiveness of law enforcement measures and the capacity of MCS measures to deter, eliminate and prevent IUU fishing in South Africa, needs to have a closer view of the increasing figures of this crime in the country. The examination is urgent as IUU fishing does not only pose an environmental threat to South African marine ecosystems, but also to the socio-economic structures of the country. Particular attention will be paid to artisanal fishing to the extent that fishers in this sector rely on fishing not only to secure their livelihood, but also their food security.

1.4 Research questions

In order to achieve the objectives of this dissertation, the research will interrogate the following questions:

1. What is the legal framework to combat IUU fishing and what compliance and enforcement measures can be used in this fight?
2. How effective are the enforcement measures in place in South Africa?
3. What are the reasons why the available enforcement measures to combat IUU fishing are not effective in the South African context?
1.5 Research Methodology

A research methodology is the technique used to select, identify, and analyse information about a topic. This allows the researcher to critically evaluate study reliability and validity (Witwatersrand University, 2020). The method used in this research is qualitative, and primarily the legal dogmatic method will be employed. To this end, the dissertation has analysed international and national primary sources as produced by the international organizations that are operative in the fishing sector, as well as analysed the South African national legal framework and fisheries management. Extensive analysis of South African journals in the theme of IUU fishing will further provide in this dissertation the basis for fisheries management and IUU fishing.

Norwegian fisheries management and law enforcement measures is also analysed as the study has also resorted to a comparative analysis of law taking Norway as a major fishing country as model to learn lessons that might help to enhance the fight against IUU fishing in South Africa. Secondary sources employed in this dissertation are mostly academic literature on the topic that has been complemented with available data gathered from reports issued by international organization, such as the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and South African World Wildlife Forum (WWF).

1.6 Overview of Dissertation

The dissertation is organized into following six chapters:

a) Chapter 1 deals with introduction of fisheries sector and the significance of it in South Africa. Furthermore, problem statement highlights the underlying issues of IUU fishing and includes aim, objective of the study and research questions.

b) Chapter 2 focused on the international instruments as provided by the UN Food and Agriculture. Furthermore, implementation of these instruments to deter, eliminate and prevent IUU fishing.

c) Chapter 3 analyses South African legal framework by focusing on how marine living resources are regulated. By focusing on Marine Living Resources Act (MRLA) and National Environmental Management Act provides the underlying principles to regulate the use, access and exploitation of marine resources in a sustainable and
conservation of ecosystem for the future. Furthermore, assesses the fisheries sector is regulated to deter IUU fishing.

d) Chapter 4 focusses on the analysis of MCS measures in South African perspective and also looked at the capacities of fisheries inspectors, cooperation of State agencies in operations to combat IUU fishing and the involvement of non-State agencies particularly in combating IUU fishing.

e) Chapter 5 focusses on analysis of Norway as a chosen study, and the focus is on processes and implementation of MCS measures in fisheries management.

f) Chapter 6 conclude briefly the main issues of this study and recommendations to improve the challenges.
Chapter 2: Analysis of International Legal Instruments on Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported Fishing

2.1 Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated fishing (IUU) as defined by FAO

IUU fishing is defined as unauthorised fishing occurring within the national waters of a Coastal State by either citizens or foreign fishing vessels in contravention of the laws and regulations of the State.

NOAA (2020) refers to Unreported fishing as “fishing activities that are not reported or those been misreported” contrary to the national laws and regulations.

Unregulated fishing includes unregistered fishing vessels flying the flag of a country not party to Regional Fisheries Management Organisations (RFMOs) and may also be linked to organized crimes. That includes fishing in the marine protected areas, where State has a duty to comply with international laws (FAO, 2002).

The 1982 United Nations Convention on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), which came into force in 1994, forms a foundational international legal framework for fisheries management. IUU fishing became prominent internationally during the 1990s due to the depletion of fish stocks. However, it was not until 1997 that the reference of IUU fishing was used during the Commission of the Conservation of Antarctic Living Marine Resources (CCAMLR). During the CCMLR commission, numerous instruments were developed for States as solution to deterring IUU fishing. The consequence of IUU fishing is its potential to destruct the management of fisheries and undermine the conservation of fishing resources for the benefit of societies and economies (Swan, 2004).

The international organization responsible for food security and marine living resources is the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO). In order to deter, eliminate and prevent IUU fishing, FAO takes advantage of both hard and soft law instruments in various ways. These instruments include the FAO 1993 Agreement to Promote Compliance with International Conservation and Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on High Seas; the 1995 Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries; the United Nations Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea UNCLOS of 10 December 1982 relating to the Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks of 1995 and Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries and the International Plan
of Action to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unreported fishing (IPOA-IUU)(De Coning & Witbooi, 2015b).

2.2 Implementation of the Fish Stock Agreement and other compliance agreements

In realisation of the over-exploitations of fishing causing the decline of fishing stocks, the 1958 Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas was adopted and came into force on 20 March 1966. This Convention sought international cooperation to properly manage high seas’ fish stocks (Zacharias & Ardon, 2020). Fishery products provide significant health benefits; thus, the consumption of fish has increased, reaching a record high of +122% in 2018 (FAO, 2020b). Although there has been an improvement in fishing stocks, it has been overshadowed by the prevailing IUU fishing activities (FAO, 2020c).

Although UNCLOS has long been in existence, no provision was made to prevent diminishing of valuable fish stocks in South Africa. Article 116 thereof makes provision for State to participate in exploitation of the marine resources and its Article 117 places responsibility on the State to adopt measures that protect the marine resources. Based on the latter, the State may develop a national legislative framework that incorporates these provisions to gain control over marine living resources. In the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), the Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the sea of 10 December 1982 Relating to Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks Agreement and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks (UN Fish Stocks Agreement) was concluded to provide duties on how to maintain control of fish stocks and includes the use of MCS measures. (Flewelling et al., 2003).

Noting the complexity of tackling IUU fishing, the UN Fish Stocks Agreement is underpinned by the principle of cooperation with other States. However, what a RFMO is, is not explicitly defined in this Agreement. A RFMO serves as a legal basis for the conservation and management of resources to achieve good order at high seas (Harrison, 2019). Whilst considering the effective mechanisms for compliance and enforcement, the agreement considered the dynamics of developing States to conserve and manage fishing stocks (UN, 2019). Another challenging issue for fisheries management is the enforcement by the flag States of their legislations when citizens and companies are fishing outside the national
jurisdictions, particularly, when they reflagged their fishing vessels in an attempt to evade national laws. (Palma et al., 2010).

Flag States are required to maintain control of the fishing vessels flying their flags. Vessel owners may register under a Flag of Convenience (FOC) and target States that have weak governance structures and lack monitoring resources. Moreover, some States are not party to RFMOs notwithstanding that such fishing vessels may fish at high seas with no consequence of the law. Particularly, where destructive fishing gears is used, this impacts negatively on the healthy ecosystems of the ocean. Additionally, as the illegally harvested fish is not accounted for, this conduct obstructs the maintenance of fish stocks (PEW, 2013).

2.3 Analysis of Monitoring, Control, and Surveillance (MCS) instruments to combat IUU fishing

Illegal fishing is recognised as a transnational crime as it can take place beyond national jurisdiction. IUU fishing is challenging to manage, particularly at high seas as it involves various stakeholders, such as fishing vessel of owners in a foreign country. Furthermore, IUU fishing compromises the management of fishing at high seas in particular, by fishing vessels that are Stateless or flying flags of States that are not signatories to RFMO. Thus, a stringent law enforcement and regulatory compliance system is required (Boeder et al., 2018).

Transhipment of catches at high seas even though is not illegal, provides an opportunity for concealment of illegal catches by mixing it with a legal one and consequently leading to misreporting of catches. Therefore, it is required that international and regional cooperation are sought by States to sign RFMO and share data on infringements. Furthermore, States are under obligation to adopt measure that deters IUU fishing. Unfortunately, the majority of developing States impacted with IUU fishing lack sufficient resources to enforce the laws and implement MCS measures (Flewwelling, 2002).

These instruments are under the umbrella of 1995 Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, and includes, the 1993 Agreement to promote compliance with `International Conservation and Management Measure by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas´ also known as (FAO Compliance Agreement).

The IPOA-IUU is a measure to encourage States to systematise the registration of fishing vessels to achieve efficiency of MCS measures. This implies that the State should adopt legislation providing mandatory use of MCS tools (FAO, 2006). However, IPOA-IUU is
voluntary in nature and this requires States to proactively cooperate with other States. Regrettably, not making it mandatory allows States that are not party to RFMO an option not to prioritize enforcement of MCS measures. Additionally, other developing States such as Angola and Tanzania to name a few have implemented MCS measures but success has been minimal (Sjostedt & Sundstrom, 2013).

2.4 Challenges of Implementation Plan of Action to Prevent and Deter Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported fishing (IPOA-IUU)

IPOA-IUU encourages States to systematise the registration of fishing vessels to achieve efficiency of MCS measures. This implies that the State should adopt legislation providing mandatory use of MCS tools (FAO, 2006). However, as alluded to earlier, IPOA-IUU is voluntary in nature and this requires States to proactively cooperate with other States (Sjostedt & Sundstrom, 2013).

IPOA-IUU is a non-binding instrument that provides guidelines for States to deter, eliminate and prevent IUU fishing. Following the adoption of IPOA-IUU, it is incumbent on States to incorporate fisheries conservation and management measures into the national legislation or regulations. The purpose of IPOA-IUU is ensured by providing measures that flags States can adopt, such as fishing vessel identification and marking fishing gear.

Additionally, flag States should provide fishing vessels licenses, certification or fishing permits, Vessel Monitoring Systems (VMS). And they should also lay down penalties that should be severe in order to deter IUU fishers from repeating the crime. Furthermore, IPOA-IUU sets out guidelines for coastal State to effectively handle nationals participating in IUU fishing activities, by enacting legislation that sanctions non-compliance by fishers or beneficial owners (van der Marel, 2019).

This IPOA-IUU instrument concerns itself with illegal fishing activities occurring at high seas. The challenge of fishing at high seas where no regulations are imposed is that fishers apply methods that are harmful to health of marine resources such as overfishing and habitat destruction of marine life caused by the human activities. Habitat destruction result from direct removal of habitats, including from fishing practices like bottom trawling.

Often, flag States are unable to prevent IUU fishing particularly at high seas as it may be disguised by other activities. That poses challenges to flag States to discharge their responsibilities to combat IUU fishing. Nonetheless, flag States have an obligation to enact
laws that set out measures that enforce law and comply with regulations. This was emphasized in the International Tribunal of Law of the Sea (ITLOS) case of *South China Sea* that required conducting verifications of fishing vessels, in particular, at the time of registration to ensure that such fishing vessels are not involved in IUU fishing (van der Marel et al., 2019). The comprehensive records and details of fishing vessels flying a flag of that particular State permitted to fish at high seas must be maintained according to the FAO Compliance Agreement (Sidik, 2008).

Accurate record keeping enables FAO Compliance assessors to detect violations and malpractices in the system. While the IPOA-IUU measures can be implemented by States in their national legislation framework, the reality is that many developing States lack capacities and resources to combat IUU fishing. IPOA-IUU includes fishing that is not compliant with RFMO by fishing vessels that are registered under flags States who are not members to RFMO (van der Marel et al., 2019). Due to the global connectivity, States have voluntarily become members to RFMO to protect shared interests such as conserving marine living resources and deriving economic benefits. This has a positive impact in the management and governance of regional fishing resources (Molenaar & Caddell, 2019).

The UNCLOS article 94(1) provides that every State shall effectively exercise its jurisdiction and control in administrative, technical and social matters over ships flying its flag. UNCLOS acknowledges the sovereignty of States to derive the economic benefits of the exploitation of marine living resources under the national jurisdiction. Therefore, coastal States bear the burden of conserving and managing the resources in a sustainable manner.

Coastal States are responsible for adoption of measures to prevent IUU fishing within the 200 nautical miles, i.e. the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ). An array of fisheries management issues is discussed in Article 7(1) of FAO Code of Conduct. This implying that the State legislation and policies be capable of ensuring sustainability of marine resources, for instance, may use fishing licences or employment of scientific fishing observers and inspection schemes or instruments that are legally enforceable documents are among MCS measures available for implementation (FAO, 2002).
2.5 Agreements on Port State Measures to Deter and Prevent Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported Fishing (PSMA).

Prior to the adoption of the ‘Agreement on Port State Measures To Prevent, Deter And Eliminate Illegal, Unreported And Unregulated Fishing’ (PSMA), the existing agreements such as UNCLOS, ‘United Nations Convention in respect of Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks of 1982’ (UNFSA) and the ‘FAO Agreement to Promote Compliance with International Conservation Management Measures by Fishing Vessels on High Seas’ (FAPCIC) were only concerned with jurisdiction of flag State over fishing vessels used at high seas (Kuemlangsang, 2010).

IMO as the safety standard regulator has also made provisions indicating that States have to conduct inspection on foreign merchant vessels in ports to ensure safety and elimination of pollution through a regime called Port State Control. However, no emphasis was made in a similar manner on fisheries.

To address this lacuna, on its 36th Session of FAO Conference PSMA was adopted as a legally binding instrument in contrast with other existing soft laws. The PSMA provides a standardised mechanism for port State to vet access of foreign fishing vessels through conducting of inspections, review fishing permits and access ship records. Furthermore, PSMA establishes a global record of fishing vessels, refrigerated transport vessels, and supply of vessels. The global record enables States to share information and captures of fishing vessels that committed IUU fishing (UNGA, 1995). The PSMA review the ship paper, carry out survey of fishing gears, examine the catch and ships records are checked.

Fishing vessels may not necessarily be concentrating its activity in a particular region; therefore, PSMA seeks cooperation among global and regional organizations to control imports and exports of illegal catches by requiring catch documentation at ports or denying entry where there is reasonable suspicion of fishing vessel that has engaged in IUU fishing (UNGA, 1995).

2.7 Complexities of Illegal, Unregulated and Unreported (IUU) Fishing

IUU fishing is a global issue that can potentially collapse the regulatory methods and pose a real threat to sustainable marine living resources. States experience IUU fishing in various ways; however, the main impact is experienced in the small-scale fishing sector (Glaser, Roberts, & Hurlburt, 2019). Furthermore, the compliant States endure economic losses due to the unscrupulous nature of illegal fishing schemes determined to use the corporate veil in order
to evade accountability. Because of the fluidity in which IUU fishing takes place, many complying States are not aware of the illegal fish consumed in their States. Hence, monitoring systems are important and States are required to be vigilant to activities taking place at sea. Where there has been violations of law enforcement and regulations then appropriate system should be in place to respond.

The fishing market has increased exponentially in modern society. The global production of fish between 1990 and 2018 is at 527% and consumption for the same year period is at 122% to 4.5 billion of the world population (FAO, 2020). Fishers take advantage of loopholes such as lack of monitoring capacities and regulatory systems versus incentives received from the illegal activity to decide whether engaging in IUU fishing is a profitable activity or not. When sanctions are laid down in national legislation, the major issue undermining the fines being imposed for IUU fishing is that they are very low (Sumaila et al., 2006). Furthermore, compounding issues regarding how fishers are remunerated at national level influences the temptation of engaging in the illegal activities.

Literature shows that fishing vessels owners tend to prefer fishers from poor States where income is not competitive which is a major contributory factor. Additionally, on the national sphere, industrial fishing, small scale fishing or artisanal fishing compete for the same overexploited available fish (Luomba et al., 2016). IUU fishing is a very low risk and cost-effective way of continuing supply of low-income countries. This also generates employment, food security and supply of protein for a low-income country.

IUU fishing has been classified as a transnational crime by United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) as it relates to the multifaceted crime activities linked to IUU fishing. Illegal fishing can be eliminated where there is compliance with regulations in place and applicable MCS mechanisms.

The vessels registered under Flag of Convenience provides a challenge to detect, and IUU fishing capitalises on loophole of States that lack MCS measures. Deterrence by means of imposing penalties are not severe enough or no sanctioned, neither it is the consistency in blacklisting fishing vessels as they find other means of operating under a different flag (Doumbouya et al., 2017). Although there are many successes of FAO instruments to combat
IUU fishing, there are gaps in systemisation of implementing MCS mechanisms globally, regionally and at national level.

The State response to MCS system varies, as mostly it is dependent on available enforcement measures pertaining to that State (Sjostedt & Sundstrom, 2013). The governance of fisheries department would be efficiently managed when implementing law enforcement measures, that stakeholders’ input is considered by fisheries management. Thus, convening workshops can provide a platform for managers and fishers to exchange information about IUU fishing management and challenges experienced. (Luomba et al., 2016). The cooperation within the region and its resourcefulness are opportunities that could be leveraged. However, this lacuna provides an opportunity for illegal fishing activities to continue.

2.8 Conclusion

The FAO instruments on IUU fishing are well established to eliminate and deter IUU fishing. There are many complexities in the administration and implementation of available measures. Soft and hard law show the efforts and commitment by the FAO to encourage global community to adopt measures that will protect environment and conserve the ecological system in a sustainable manner. However, for the success of these instruments, FAO depends on their voluntary adoption and implementation by member States. Furthermore, cooperation at the regional level is required to effective enforcement of non-member State compliance.
Chapter 3. South African Legal Framework

3.1 Introduction

South Africa has a coastline with a length of 3,623 Km, covering the Orange River in the West of Namibia to the East in Ponto de Ouro in the East of Mozambique. The management of fisheries and coastal management corresponds to the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (DEFF).

The fishing ecosystem is distinct in nature and the coastline is irregular\(^1\). In the effort to effectively manage fishing resources in the international waters, South Africa has implemented MCS measures. South Africa is also a member of various RFMO such as the International Commission Conservation of Atlantic Tuna (ICCAT) the Indian Ocean Tuna Commission for the Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT)\(^2\), and the South East Atlantic Fisheries Organization (Nkwayana, 2019) in cooperation with the Southern African Development Community (SADC) that has also endeavoured to combat IUU fishing (Sjöstedt & Sundström, 2013). South Africa is obliged by the international organisations to which it has ascribed to find solutions that sustainably conserve the environment (Tilney & Purves, 1999).

Figure 1. shows the South African Institutional Framework and where the departmental authority lies.
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3.2 Marine Living Resources Act of 1998

More than a decade ago, the South African fishing administration landscape started developing and continued to evolve through the years. The South African Constitution Act no 108 (1996) provides rights to exploit and access the natural resources to all South Africans. Furthermore, MLRA was amended to effect changes as published in the 1997 the Marine Fisheries White Paper. Following extensive negotiations with the industrial fishing sector, stakeholders and previously marginalized communities, the Marine Living Resources Act, 1998 (MLRA) was enacted and amended in 2014 (Sowman et al., 2014). It is based on the principle that the past injustices should be considered and rectified while observing measures that are non-discriminatory. This implies inclusive participation of traditional also known as artisanal or subsistence fishing in the fishing sector and those fishing communities living around the coast and fishing for non-commercial purposes.

Pursuant to fulfilling the objectives of the Constitution as provided, through publication of the White Paper for Sustainable Coastal Development in South Africa in 2000, the changes were effected in the MLRA and the Act was followed by adoption of Small-Scale Fishing (SSF) adopted in 2014(Witbooi, 2006). Small-scale fisheries, artisanal or traditional fishers are common names used to describe communities living along the coastal States that depend on fishing for livelihood and other activities such as spiritual practice (Sowman & Hauk, 2005).
Despite the milestones achieved by MLRA, particularly on the recognition of small-scale fisheries, transparent processes in allocation of fishing rights are still lacking.

Traditional fishers have long existed and harvested intertidal resources along the coast prior to the adoption of MLRA. However, due to policy and institutional arrangements in the 1990s they were not recognised but marginalized and denied access to fishing resources. Artisanal fishing was managed under the Provincial Nature Conservation legislation and had less formal management and control than MLRA, as permits and fishing licenses were allocated informally. Accordingly, the communities continued to engage in fishing pending the implementation of MLRA without complying with the new requirements as they were unaware of them (Hauck & Sowman, 2001). Furthermore, artisanal fishers grew frustrated by unclear processes of implementation of the SSF policy (Sowman, 2006).

3.3 National Environmental Management Act no 107 of 1998

In the Preamble of the National Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998 (NEMA), it is provided the fundamental principle of collaboration with the communities on sustainable resources, which requires the integration of both social and economic planning and evaluation of decisions that will benefit future generations. Yet, overexploitations of fishing resources continue unabated. Illegal fishing activities have been widely reported in the 1990s (Minnaar et al., 2018) in particular the illegal fishing of abalone (*Haliotis midae*) and the West Coast rock lobster fishing. These species are vulnerable because of easy accessibility of the inshore area by all fishing sectors, namely commercial, small scale and recreational fishing sectors, and they are of high economic value. To sustain and manage fish resources, the TAC and TAE scientific measures are applied to monitor and assess the trends of fishing stocks (Cochrane et al., 2020).


The responsibility of marine resource management is under the Marine Coastal Management (MCM) department. Their chief responsibility is the management of coastal areas, and conserving marine living resources in the Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZ) in a sustainable manner.

As alluded above, that successful management of marine resources will be best achieved, where the society is involved, and government partners with stakeholders to create an inclusive, transparent accountability. This cohesive concerted effort may prove successful in achieving a sustainable coastal planning and marine management (Hauck & Sowman, 2005).

There are different views in terms of the challenges faced in the MCM area. At the departmental level, lack of capacity of competent authorities, insufficient skilled human resources personnel and lack of MCS measures are held to be the issue. Budgets constraints to use marine scientists is seen as another problem (Cochrane et al., 2020).

3.3 Fishing in South Africa

3.3.1 IUU fishing in the industrial sector

In the South African fishing sector, the primary issue has been pinned on the institutional systematic failure to effectively prevent, deter and eliminate IUU fishing. Non-compliance of regulations is rampant in the fishing sector, and the consequence is that it is leading to failure to sustain healthy fishing stocks. The Minister establishes Quotas which provide allowable TAC and TAE (Hauck, M & Sowman, 2001). Despite it being regulated, most of the fish stocks remain depleted. The Quota Board was appointed in 1998 for the purpose of allocating fishing rights. Prior to democracy, fishing rights were allocated to a minority of white companies. However, many issues were raised during this period, such as exclusion of legitimate beneficiaries, individual rights’ allocation process which was not transparent and long-term rights’ allocation that benefited large fishing industry (Sowman et al., 2014).

The fishing industry opened up for everyone after 2004 and these administrative processes were challenging, in particular when it came to handle all the applications made of which some were rejected. These processes exposed implementation weaknesses in the administration management of fisheries (Kleinschmidt et al., 2010). It was during this time that poaching and under reporting of daily catches gained momentum (Hauck & Sweijd, 1999).
The obvious gaps as identified in the fisheries management were the following according to Cochrane (2015): “the need to revise the MLRA to incorporate requirements for open and transparent; management and governance; 2. Entrench the principles of co-management, emphasised in the Act and the Policy for the Small-Scale fisheries Sector (SSFP), for all fisheries; and 3. Include a detailed legal requirement for detailed management plans for all fisheries” (Cochrane & Joyner, 2015).

Unfortunately, until to date, those issues still exist. Effective MCS measures dealing with the influx of the entrants to comply with regulations and law enforcement is lacking.

Notwithstanding that, success of effective MCS measures were once experienced in the period between 2003-2004, when MCM structures had capacity and resources were allocated to meet the objectives, and further, the environmental court was operational to deal with the backlog of marine cases. The successful rate of the environmental court was at 70% and this strengthened MCS measures (Sjöstedt & Sundström, 2015).

MCM’s funding constraints have seen scientists with overextended duties that are not in line with their mandate. In particular, these circumstances affect the capacity of fishing inspectors and officers as their duties extend to overtime. To monitor and assess fish stocks, a scientist is required to board fishing vessels, to conduct verifications of the daily catches as well for research and marine resource conservation purposes. In responding to these challenges, the MCM provides a scientific observer scheme towards surveillance of fishing vessels by boarding of these vessels to inspect. However, a scientific observer is not operational due to the budgetary constraints of DEFF (Cochrane et al., 2020).

In cooperation with the Navy when conducting patrols, fisheries inspectors form part of the crew on the naval vessel. However, the activity of fishing inspectors has not had substantial success in effecting change to combat IUU fishing, due to inefficient methods of record keeping. It would be beneficial to have a scientific observer as the scientific observer’s program provides a better resource management tool, as methods used are capable to record fishing vessel catches and conduct verifications of fish stocks captured whenever applying TAC methods. Moreover, they contribute to the decision making in determining allowable quotas with other stakeholders. The fishing records and logging books can serve as credible evidence in court (Donlan et al., 2020).
3.3.2 IUU fishing in the small-scale fishing sector

A majority of small-scale fishers depends on fish for their basic needs and economic prosperity. Fishing management resources have been on a decline, as a result of two-thirds of fish being over-exploited\(^4\). Small-scale fishing and artisanal fishing are both characterised by words such as sustainability and traditional methods of fishing, thus small scale and artisanal is used interchangeably. Small-scale fishing must be understood from a historical perspective that has influenced the embracing of the rights of artisanal fishers.

To gain perspective, the minister appointed a Subsistence Fishery Task Group (SFTG) in 1999 to explore the context in which small-scale fishing can be understood. Branch (2002) stated that “small-scale commercial fishers were defined as a distinct component that has not received adequate attention and for whom specific management plans need to be made\(^\text{1}\).” A substantial success of MLRA implementation is considered to be the recognition of small-scale fishing and the adoption of a policy that embraces human dignity, attempts to address the underlying socioeconomic issues to the sector and seeks poverty alleviation (Sowman et al., 2014). However, small-scale fisheries have many compounding issues that have to be considered in order to properly regulate them.

As a policy that advocates for inclusion based on the right to access and exploit natural resources to ease poverty and economic prosperity, MCM must strike a balance between these rights and law enforcement. The government has the complex task at hand of legitimizing the enforcement measures in order to save marine resources for future generations as envisaged by the MLRA and other international regulations. The broken trust in the relationship between the government and the traditional fishers makes the latter doubt the legitimacy of Fishery Control officers (FCO) when conducting inspections. The fisheries sectors transformation process that took place created the hope that regulations will be favourable to the previously marginalized (Norton, 2015).

The FCO are a contingent within the branch of MCM empowered by the Criminal Procedure Act (CPA) no 51 of 1977. Their duties include fisheries inspection, verifying logbooks, data recording and patrols. Furthermore, they are known as peace officers and authorised to conduct searches on fishing vessels. There were challenges in the allocation of fishing rights to the beneficiaries, as the government could not identify legitimate beneficiaries of small-scale

fisheries, and long-term contract permit holders felt threatened by the attention given to small-scale fisheries what exacerbated the tension between these industries.

There are many successes of adopted policies to achieve MLRA objectives, but they have been overshadowed by the constraints of management resources that have deteriorated with time. Regardless of the efforts of inclusion being made by the administrators, the challenges of poverty alleviation intended to be resolved by the small-scale fishing policy are yet to be addressed.

3.3.3 The Impact of IUU fishing in South Africa.

Generally, illegal fishing impacts the sustainable conservation of fishing resources and the maintenance of a healthy ecosystem. IUU fishing hampers the socioeconomic development and puts limits to economic participation. Illegal fishing activities occur within and outside national jurisdiction, including identified marine protected areas, and therefore impact on the recovery of fish stocks. Unfortunately, most of South African fish stocks are depleted or below acceptable recovery. From a South African perspective, fish is not a dependable source of food security except for the small-scale and artisanal fisheries. Of importance, it provides employment opportunities in fish processing (Sjöstedt & Sundström, 2013).

Unmonitored fishing methods have the potential of destroying fishing habitats and production. However, where appropriate, methods of fishing are applied, i.e. “size limits, quotas, bag limits, gear restrictions, closed seasons and limited entry”, that may assist in the maintenance of healthy harvests (Bohnsack, 1996). In Africa, the marine fisheries sector contributes “15 billion USD dollar and 0.70%” of the GDP of all African countries, but unfortunately this has not been translated to economic benefit for Africa (Torell et al., 2020).

There are South African fishing vessels that operate outside the EEZ, and South Africa is a member to RFMOs and signatory to CCAMRL and there bound by the ICCAT and CCBST Convention. At regional level, South Africa shares the Large Marine Ecosystem (Benguela Current). In this area, fishing is targeted for recreational activities that are responsible for the destruction of fishing species because fishing activities are barely monitored, consequently there has been under-reporting because of lack of effective governance and corruption.

There is effort shown in Africa’s inshore areas to combat IUU fishing, for instance Fish-I-Africa was instrumental in the arrest of the 3 internationally most wanted fishing vessels that were ultimately backlisted (Belhabib et al., 2019) Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO)
such as Fish-I-Africa and Oceans beyond Piracy play a pivotal role (Belhabib et al., 2019). The above issues are directly related to the failure of MCS measures that are not effective. The fishery legislative framework of South Africa has developed in the past decade; however, the objectives of these legislations and policies to effect change in society and environment are yet to be met. This policy aspiration may be attained provided that there is an improvement in the departmental arrangements and resources that can be invested in the above-mentioned technology to enhance the MCS issues.

### 3.4 Implementation challenges of South African legislative framework.

South African legislative framework has been expanded to include access to marine living resources for all South Africans by the amendment of MLRA, subsequently SSF policy was drafted to address the existing lacuna. However, during the implementation process, there was no clear identification of small-scale fishers, due to the informal management style of permits employed prior to the MRLA. Other challenges include unclear utilization of resources by small-scale fishers.

Small-scale fisheries definition provides that they can consume or sell the excess captured as they generate low income. This selling of resources overextends to commercial sector resources as a result contributing to the diminishing of fishing resources (Harris et al., 2002). Furthermore, during implementation of small-scale fisheries, permits were granted to artisanal fishers, however, administrators could not verify the actual beneficiaries.

The institutional structures of fishing governance changed numerous times since 2002 from Department of Environment, Agriculture and Tourism (DEAT); Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) and currently Department of Environmental, Forestry and Fisheries (DEFF). These changes disrupt the stability of management and potentially hamper policy decision making, particularly in key positions during this transition. This implies that decision taken during transformation may be changed or understood differently by the new management. The rapport with stakeholders is also lost as such relationships has to be newly established (Kelly et al., 2019). As a result, fisheries deploying monitoring systems in place may not be accurate because of lack of officials from the Marine Coastal Management Department. Moreover, there is an increased mistrust between observer scientists and officials because of corruption that has infiltrated the area of MCM ((Cochrane et al., 2020).
3.5 Conclusion

The MLRA and NEMA conform the critical legislative framework of the marine living resources and seek to ensure the conservation of marine living resources in a sustainable manner and accessible to all South African citizens. The underlying principle is to have a community-based approach in the coast to improve the livelihood of the fishing communities. Research has proven that efficient and integrated management in a structured process has inclination to produce collaboration between stakeholders and communities. While there are successes in implementing policies that respond to issues identified in the enactment of legislation, there is also a lack of synergy in enforcement and compliance of these regulations, as witnessed by an increase of cases of illegal fishing. This has raised a lot of hostility in the relationships of management and fisheries sectors in that these regulations are not applied in a fair and just manner for those whose lives depend on it. Rebuilding of trust between authorities and the fisheries sectors to effectively participate in the marine economy is imperative to improve the livelihood of the community and the productivity of marine living resources. Inclusion of the community in decision making, for instance, in management of resources and fish stocks should be a concerted effort between the communities and institutions. If fish stocks are preserved and institutions are transparent in their dealings to earn their trust, that could have a positive impact to encourage compliance with the regulations by the fishing sectors.

A clear and unambiguous institutional legal framework provides standard guidelines that are achievable, and that mitigate the opportunity of illegal fishing activities to take place. That includes the role of scientific researchers that work with institutions determining the TAC and TAE. If their purpose is understood by the institutions and the communities that they serve, the effect will be that of proper conservation and sustainable protection of marine resources and fish stocks.

The sustainable conservation of the marine living resources is an obligation which the State has to undertake to comply with the international and regional agreements as underpinned by UNCLOS, FAO instruments and other relevant agreements to which the State is a member, to fulfill the objectives of sustainable development goals and food security. States are to adopt policies that incorporate these fundamentals while protecting the environment for future generations. South African legislative framework has been credited for progressive effort for reviewing and amending sections that are redundant and addressing the spirit of inclusiveness.
CHAPTER 4. Analysis of Monitoring, Control and Surveillance (MCS) Measures in South Africa

4.1 Introduction

The global community is faced with the challenge of depleted marine resources in national and international waters due to IUU fishing activities. The international community has the responsibility to implement mechanisms that deter, prevent and eliminate IUU fishing by adopting MCS measures. The MCS measures vary and include: catch documentation (log record), VMS, and Automated Identification System (AIS). To accomplish this, enhancing monitoring systems and institutional resource capacity is imperative in order to detect infringements. A State has various means that can be used to detect non-compliance, for instance, the establishment of a TAC and TAE limitations.

VMS is a valuable tool within MCS measures that coastal States may use to monitor fishing vessels activities in their jurisdiction. It may be used together with other instruments to enhance the effectiveness of other monitoring systems that involve sea patrol vessels, air patrol crafts and Fishery Compliance Officers to maximise the efforts (Tanci, 2009). VMS is a system where transmitters are fitted on fishing vessel and information given by transmitters are recorded in the land-based station. VMS records the information submitted by a fishing vessel at a fixed interval and records the position of a vessel through automatic transmission via satellite, very high frequency (VHF) radio, telephones and transmit it to a land-based station. Thereafter, land station then decides the distribution list for the position data, alert and license information and send the data to authority. VMS information is taken by Vessel transmitted information (VTI) system and VTI take the information of fishing catch also. Catch and information provided by VMS is proving very useful to have the information of fishing activities and enforce the controlling mechanism, all these activities are entered in e-logbook (FAO, 2020).

CCAMLR was established in 1982 and it is an international treaty between 25 country that seek to manage Antarctic fisheries for preserving species diversity and stability of Antarctic marine ecosystem. After some its work increases leading to IUU fishing. South Africa is a party to this convention. South African fishing vessels under the CCAMLR are required to install a
VMS. It is incumbent on States that have signed or acceded to UNCLOS and subsequent FAO agreements to adopt a legislative framework that does not undermine the objectives of fisheries conservation and management of marine living resources within and outside their zones. States are under pressure to constantly find innovative means to protect the marine living resources. IUU fishing is more than an administration issue, but requires legislations including sufficient provision for ensuring transparent and open management, governance and establishing the need of co-management. Although evidence has pointed that foreign fishing vessels take advantage of State failure to control the registered fleets under their flags, they are not the only transgressors. In the South African context, IUU fishing within national waters is conducted by its citizens (Cochrane et al., 2020).

The MCS system produces a large amount of information through the different monitoring and surveillance programmes and this information is required immediately for surveillance activities and to effectively coordinate the deterring and prevention activities. The success of MCS measures is reliant on the collaborative efforts and communication of illegal fishing activities from regional country to local communities. The information sharing between the different areas of the fisheries management is very important for the development of a MCS system and fisheries administration. Therefore, it is imperative that States implement tools that are effective and necessary for their environment to monitor the fishing vessels activities in their jurisdiction to know the illegal fishing in the area and to enforce the necessary measures to deter the illegal fishing and seek the cooperation of RFMOs and other fishing bodies to eliminate IUU fishing.

Various factors that affect efficient fisheries management are the following, but not limited to demographics of domestic fisheries, fisheries economic contribution and socioeconomic factors among others, that ought to be considered when determining the appropriate MCS measures. (Davis, 2001). In 1994 the fisheries policy process was started by Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism and meeting was attended by public, stakeholders and Unions. During the policy process Industrial houses and Union were concerned about reallocation of access right should not disrupts the performance of industry which depends on
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6 Law of the Seas Convention (LOSC) of 1982, Article 73.
7 The FAO Compliance Agreement, 'which elaborated it as integral part of FAO Code of Conduct' of 1 February 2002, Rome.
landing from quota holder. In 1994 the fishing company started allocation of share to worker, sale of share to black investor and joint venture with small scale operators. It initiated the reallocation process in South African fishing sector.

The MCS measures were under severe constraint after new entrants in 1994 in the small-scale fishing sector other than normal fishing community. The constraints were,

a) There was lack of accurate data for small scale fishing sector.

b) There was insufficient trained manpower at management and operational level on the small fishing vessel.

c) Lack of information and awareness at the community level regarding the MCS.

d) There was lack of supporting legislation to implement the MCS measures in small fishing sector.

e) Lack of funding to implement MCS measures (Yadava, 2008). In South Africa, the fishing industry is dynamic in nature and will require efficient methods of monitoring a small and large fishing vessel.

The figure below shows link that scientific section analyses the influence of the management measure on the fish stock and fisher whereas MCS section gives details on the how much the fishers are compliant to the management measures.
Figure 2. The main links between MCS and fishery management Source (Bergh & Davies, 2002).

4.2 Vessel Monitoring System (VMS)

A VMS forms an important part of MCS tools to coastal States as it provides early detection of illegal fishing vessels activities, of national and foreign licensed vessels to fish in their EEZ (Sodik, 2009). To be effective, other measures such as observer programme, catch documentation schemes, inspections of vessel in port and at sea and denial of port access or privileges to suspected IUU vessel of monitoring systems, should be considered in conjunction with VMS. It depends on fishing vessels installing the system to the extent that vessels not fitted with VMS cannot be detected. Together with the scientific observer, they can provide information to assist MCM to determine the TAC.

To enforce regulations, consistent monitoring of fishing vessel activities is required to guard against non-compliance, which is directly related to the decline of the fishing stocks. VMS is a satellite or remote system used to monitor fishing vessels’ movements immediately as they occur near land-based points, to ensure compliance with stipulated regulations. The objective
of VMS is to enhance the effectiveness of national MCS measures. The primary benefit of VMS is for fisheries resource management and conservation. This also improves the targeted inspection where patrol vessel may be deployed after illegal fishing is detected. The VMS may be used with other enforcement mechanisms such as sea patrol vessels, controls on landing, embarkation of fishing observer (Tanci, 2009). To accomplish this, institutional resource capacity must be improved in order to detect infringements. Thus, “enforcement is considered to be governable precondition for the compliance motivation of deterrence” (Gezelius, 2011). Below figure shows the diagrammatic representation of the VMS configuration and it shows how the VMS data are transmitted to the land station for the data processing.

Figure 3. Diagrammatic illustration of a VMS configuration (Tanci, 2009).

IPOA-IUU empowers States to implement VMS in accordance with the international, regional and national prescripts. Accordingly, fishing vessels flying their flags are required to have VMS aboard8. Furthermore, both IPOA-IUU and UN Fish Stocks Agreement may be applied at both international and national level. DEFF department and MCM measures are to create an enabling environment that allows innovative solutions and ensures that they fulfil the

provisions of FAO agreements and RFMOs; SADC protocol on fisheries especially in the
current economic climate that has not improved the fish stock due to various challenges faced
like limited funding, limited technical skill and technology and IUU fishing.

The authorised fishers must ensure approval is granted by DEFF before the installation of
VMS. Thus, it provides legitimate data collected from VMS within both the EEZ and the high
seas (DAFF, 2015).

SADC region has a coastline that is long and has an elongated EEZ including Mozambique,
Namibia, Angola and South Africa. These countries share a common interest and acknowledge
the importance of fisheries stock harvested for commercial purposes, i.e. the “hake and
mackerel in the Atlantic, tuna and prawns in the Indian ocean. Subtropical Indian Ocean
bordering Mozambique, the Atlantic waters off Southern Angola, Namibia and South Africa
are the most productive marine resources area in Africa” (Brassington, 2016).

The African Union (AU) highlighted weaknesses in combating IUU fishing due to the lack of
enforcement capacity in the region and weak implementation measures. Often, a regional
State’s approach in monitoring IUU fishing and implementing MCS measures is casual.
However, South Africa’s legislative framework is comprehensive and may serve as an example
to neighbouring States to improve their systems in combating IUU fishing (Brassington, 2016).

Among all the SADC regional States, Namibia has shown to have highest number (85%) of
VMS installation on their fishing vessels. Due to their stable infrastructure availability,
Namibia’s deterrence measures have proven to be effective. In the early 2000, implementation
of MCS measures were successful in South Africa when due to the special environmental court
that was active then, it was able to attend to backlog cases. However, ever since this specialized
court has been closed, enforcement measures have been weakened due to prioritisations of
other cases in other courts (Sjöstedt & Sundström, 2013).

Despite having the appropriate legislative framework, in South Africa, an MCS measures’
approach has not yielded satisfactory results when it comes to combating IUU fishing. Illegal
fishing off the coast of Africa is a major factor of overexploitation. Since 2005, the methods
employed have been that of law enforcement measures with the exclusion of the human rights
such as equality and developmental governance in the small-scale fisheries, this has proven to
be incompatible with the aspirations of the Constitution and MRLA. The objective of MRLA
to promote right of equality and reduce discrimination in the fishing industry. (Isaacs &
Witbooi, 2019). The institutional downsizing has been detrimental in incapacitating the fisheries management.

A cost benefit analysis is closely linked to the performance assessment and it directly relates to the measure used for surveillance and monitoring. The level of compliance depends on the level of resources used and will determine the cost (Bergh & Davies, 2002). This consideration is beneficial for the State to address all policy and infrastructural limitations and to further explore existing cost-effective measures that can be implemented.

Furthermore, they must determine whether such turnkey solutions are for short or long term. For instance, leasing a vessel or using observers may be a reasonable measure under a cost benefit analysis (Bergh & Davies, 2002). Due to the global issue of IUU fishing and the increased demand and competition to provide deterring solutions, a VMS application cost is lower than other. The latter may provide a suitable solution, particularly at regional level as States are required to install VMS to combat IUU fishing (Bergh & Davies, 2002).

South Africa is using the VMS system, it is in operation since 2000, and presently it is fitted in excess of 1000 vessel (Agriculture Forestry & Fisheries, n.d.).

4.3 Capacity building of fisheries communities

Small-scale fisheries policies have encountered challenges during implementation, critically because of lack of transparent management and the need for co-management, and management plans. This shortcoming at DEFF created conflicts with potential beneficiaries of small-scale fisheries dependable on, for instance the “interim relief permits” that was renewed on yearly basis to give relief to small-scale fishery industry. This permit gives an opportunity to each fisher to sign with marketer who can market the product without any influence on the choice of marketer. A key barrier in governance institutions is lack of transparency in the management, it weakens the cooperation between small-scale communities and authorities, and to comply with MCS measures to prevent illegal fishing activities as government does not provide incentives that improves their socioeconomic circumstances (Cochrane et al., 2020b).

NEMA provides that authorities have an inclusive and active participation of the communities to prevent non-compliance of regulations, for instance, in the inland fisheries.Permits were unknown, however. To encourage compliance, authorities must conduct workshops to incorporate local knowledge in policies, and training to empower the communities on reasons why permits for example, should be utilized (Hara & Backeberg, 2014). Capacity building is
important to harmonize divergent understandings of concepts such as enforcement of MCS measures, regulations, sustainability and protection of the environment.

Prior to democracy, marine resources were regulated differently in both commercial, recreational and artisanal fishing. Commercial and recreational fishing have always been formalized by TAC and TAE measures. In artisanal or small-scale fishers, there were arrangements that were made in self-regulation, that were formalized, due to political arrangements of exclusion of artisanal fishing in the policies. New policy formulation processes for governing coastal and fisheries resources require involving all sectors of society.

Artisanal fishers had no information regarding the regulatory framework of the resources in the coastal areas nor knew that permits were required (Sowman & Hauk, 2005). New policies were drafted which included small-scale fishers also and that policies required the inclusion of the representatives chosen by the communities or elected stakeholders in decision making, particularly in management of fishing resources and coastal area. However, this process was implemented in the initial stages after adoption of small-scale fisheries policies and were not successful due to lack of trust that existed among the traditional leaders and government representatives and lack of budgets to continue with the project (Hauck & Sowman, 2001). The government and stakeholders should establish systems that build user confidence by providing platforms that empower the user to appreciate the process of monitoring marine resources.

Self-regulation is that fishers agreed to observe non-fishing days and closed season for sustainability of fisheries reason. The date of commencement of annual fishery is also agreed upon with in community. In addition, some fishers do not harvest certain species. They also avoid landing surplus fish in the market. In a non-regulated fishery, local self-regulatory agreement breaks down whenever fishery is under pressure and there is no self-restraint in harvesting the marine resources. There will be urgency to access maximum stock in shortest possible time in fear that stock will be finished before the seasons of fishing ends (Thomson & Farmhouse, 1984). Self-regulation is important as it grants the community control over the protection of their resources and livelihood and such methods motivate the community to report wrongful conduct of non-compliance when they experience it. However, scientists mistrust users to conserve resources in a sustainable manner. Capacity building plays a role also at regional level due the stragglng fish stocks activities at high seas. The cooperation of other States to share information is required as it improves the maritime domain and response to the State in case of illegal fishing activities (NOAA, 2016).
MLRA makes provision for the services of Fishing Controlling Officers (FCO), whose functions are to inspect, search, arrest, issue fines and investigate illegal fishing activities. To investigate criminal fishing activities, they are regarded as peace officers and draw powers from the Criminal Procedure Act\(^9\). The fishing sector is complex and dialogue between the FCOs and fishing communities are important to enhance the MCS measures by capacitating officers with tools that are effective when conducting their duties. Trust that has broken down between the MCM authorities and fishers has led to mistrust of officials by the fishers due to elements of corruption by authorities and some have been charged for taking bribes. Furthermore, literature indicates that lack of capacity in enforcement measures is due to corruption in the system (Sunstroem, 2013), this results in fishers disregarding efforts by compliance officers conducting inspections. FCOs are representatives of the State, therefore fishers mistrust them and do not believe that they have good intentions while conducting their duties.

Small-scale fishers, large-scale fishers and recreational fishers describe FCOs as lazy and lacking knowledge of fishing activities (Norton, 2015). Capacitating the inspectors by offering training courses in fisheries that enhances their ability to make informed decision when facing complex situations, in particular eradicating corrupt behaviour seems to be crucial. Furthermore, specialised skills in the different types of fishing, to have better understand the basic principles of law enforcement measures, are necessary.

Moreover, increasing the number of FCOs is urgently required to address shortages of manpower to fulfil their mandate, given that South Africa has a long coastline that needs to be covered. Unfortunately, no improvement has emerged regarding capacity building of fishing inspectors in South Africa (Sunstroem, 2013).

**4.4 Cooperative measures between State Agencies**

**4.4.1 South African Navy**

In order to combat IUU fishing, cooperation between various State enforcement departments, including institutions working together in sharing information and engaging in joint operations, is required to combat IUU fishing both domestically and at high seas. To address fisheries crimes, DEFF in cooperation with the Directorate for Priority Crimes under the auspices of the

\(^9\) Criminal Procedure Act, no. 51 of 1977 (CPA), Section 51-57.
INTERPOL’s Fisheries Crime Working Group, sought to increase its capacity to effectively deter and eliminate fishing crimes at high seas.

Domestically, institutions and departments such as the South African Defence Force (SANDF) within the South African Navy (SAN) assists South African Police Service (SAPS) who has a mandate to control illegal fishing by patrolling the South African national and international waters for crime prevention (De Coning & Witbooi, 2015a). SAN has four frigates, three offshore and three inshore patrol vessels to respond to any illegal fishing (Kings, 2016).

SAN is committed to fight illegal fishing by cooperating with other States in joint operations, and this involvement has been instrumental in detecting foreign fishing vessels engaging in illegal activities at sea. However, their capacity to conduct patrols is limited by budget’s constraints, in a similar manner to what has happened to DEFF’s budget. Therefore, SAN has capacity to conduct patrols, but it is not utilized consistently in joint operations10.

In 2013, the West Coast Overberg experienced high level of poaching, then a joint operation was conducted with SAN, Marine squad of SAPS and inspectors. This operation lasted for two months and as a result poaching was suppressed. However, not long after SAN left Gaansbaai the poachers were back in the area (NFDS, 2016). In 2016, in a different operation conducted by the SAN and DEFF patrol vessels apprehended three Chinese fishing vessels that entered the EEZ illegally as they did not have relevant fishing permits. Moreover, they switched off their AIS (Kings, 2016). This collaboration is indicating the enforcement capability of Navy to deter, eliminate and prevent IUU fishing. The success of this operation is double-edged as it points out that through concerted efforts of law enforcement institutions, the State was able to prevent the illegal fishing, and simultaneously highlights the weakness of using FCO in coastlines for the enormous task to be carried out by limited number of officers. The SAN continuous training equips the members to be combat ready and to understand the limitations in which to apply law. The training is highly specialised in order to provide national defence at high seas, however, their mandate is different to that of FCOs who are peace officers. Nonetheless, FCO lacks adequate training and are under resourced to enforce the regulations as laid out (Norton, 2015).
4.4.2 South African Police Services (SAPS)

SAPS have a major role to play in curbing the IUU fishing. FCOs depend on the support from SAPS in fulfilment of their duties. FCO enter the vessel, search and seize the property and any confiscated evidence to be handed over to SAPS as soon as possible. FCOs are fully dependent on the SAPS to effectively exercise the law enforcement functions. FCOs had no powers to investigate and they catch the suspects, statement recorded and case will be handed over to SAPS (Van as, 2019). Fisheries department, SAPS with the help of SAN carried out the operation Neptune to curb the poaching of Abalone fishing in year 1999 (Isaacs & Witbooi, 2019).

In recent years, violations of fisheries regulations are viewed also as transnational crime, which requires the involvement of all State security agencies, such as the SAPS, SAN, South African Revenue Service (SARS) and South African Maritime Safety Authority (SAMSA). High degree of coordination and cooperation across border in between police, custom and fisheries agency are required (Vrancken et al., 2019).

The International Law Enforcement Cooperation in the Fisheries Sector, a section of the International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL), administers the law enforcement of fishery crimes. The INTERPOL Global Fisheries Enforcement team assists member States to detect, suppress and combat fisheries crime. The INTERPOL engages with various government authorities as well as with the private sectors to coordinate the operation and destroy the crime network involved with illegal fishing (INTERPOL, 2015). It is an official international agency to support police and law enforcement agencies in 186 countries to prevent crime and to conduct investigation.

In this context SAPS law enforcement in the fisheries sector is a coordinated effort that includes State agencies as provided above. The challenge in this model of law enforcement is that it provides a short-term solution, given that this joint cooperation takes place upon special operations. Hence, there is little success in the law enforcement of abalone and Western Cape rock lobster (De Coning & Witbooi, 2015b).

The Criminal procedure Act (CPA) no 51 of 1977 empowers the police to effect searches and arrest where there is reasonable suspicion that an offence has been committed or to prevent it from taking place. The same Act provides FCOs as peace officers powers to arrest, search, and
impose penalties of fishery crimes and after hand over to the SAPS. In these departments, there is an overlap and duplication of duties and ineffective use of resources.

4.5 Conclusion

Implementation of MCS measures is underpinned in the international legal framework and national policies to combat IUU fishing. The effectiveness of MCS measures is reliant of the State policy objectives and available resources to achieve them. Furthermore, there must be synchronisation of institutions as they may cause an overlap resulting in misutilization of resources.

South African utilization of a VMS measure was adopted in the year 2000 when a database of registered fishing vessels was created. To strengthen the VMS’s effectiveness, other tools such as penalty fees, licensing and patrols must be considered.

South African fisheries’ MCS measures include law enforcement by State agencies by conducting joint operations; however, this measure is for a short term given different mandates bestowed on the agencies. FCOs are officers first in line in law enforcement, yet there is a lack of capacity to conduct their duties. Law enforcement in the fisheries sector requires the administration prioritization in order to deter, eliminate and prevent IUU fishing.
Chapter 5. A Comparative analysis of effective implementation measures to combat IUU fishing: the case of Norway

5.1 Introduction

Ocean economy is important to the global community for various reasons, in particular, as a means to improve socioeconomic circumstances for societies and preserve the environment. Overexploitation of fisheries has become a serious problem to coastal States. Hence, the global community has increased efforts to implement MCS measures to ensure a sustainable environment and as a result has entered into regional agreements and partnerships with different countries.

The international community has endeavoured to assist developing countries in their implementation of MCS measures and Norway has made such commitment with South Africa, prioritizing democracy, human rights, environment and natural resources, to mention just a few. Norway and South Africa have partnered to cooperate in promoting good governance and fisheries management and research\textsuperscript{11}. Through the European Union and FAO, the SADC developing countries have been assisted to install measures capable of combating IUU fishing (Sjöstedt & Sundström, 2013).

Norway has been chosen for the case study with the aim to analyse the effectiveness of its MCS enforcement capabilities initiatives to combat IUU fishing, as well as the implementation of policies with a view to promote democracy, human rights and the conservation of the environment and natural resources. Their initiatives will compare with those of South Africa. With Norwegian fishery management and research experience spanning over a hundred years and the first country to establish a specialized ministry, their success can be used as a benchmark to improve the fisheries sector in South Africa. Furthermore, they are leaders in fishery research, and technologically advanced.

The discussion and analysis seek to understand the implementation of policies by Norway in particular MCS measures used to detect infringements and violations of regulations, and make a deduction of the best practices applied. However, this comparison should be understood in the light of the vast prevailing differences of socioeconomic development in both countries,

with Norway being well advanced in technology and South Africa a developing country. This case study serves as an inspiration to which South Africa may enhance their efforts to combat IUU fishing.

The fishing sector provides employment opportunities and it is the biggest fishing nation in Europe. It has a fishing fleet that combines large and small fishing boats, which are both technologically advanced. Norway has fishing vessels harvesting with other neighbouring States and sought cooperation with them by being signatory to RFMOs\(^{12}\). The country has been instrumental in the initiative of port State control, entering into binding contract with all North East Atlantic Commission (NEAFC), as a result of the influence of FAO Agreement on Port State Measures to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated fishing.

The institutional arrangements are pivotal to the successful management of fisheries and the systematization provides a logical flow of information. Regulation of fishing is by means of quota system – as recommended by the International Council for the Exploration of the Seas (ICES) - and licensing. However, there is a great reliance on scientific research\(^{13}\). The management of fisheries is guided by the premise of a healthy and sustainable ecosystem for future generations. Regulatory process includes the input of stakeholders, local authorities, trade unions, environmental organizations and fishers’ associations. This inclusion allows different stakeholders a shared responsibility with the institution as co-managers of natural resources and beneficiaries.

5.2 Implementation of measures to combat IUU fishing in Norway

Norway has effectively implemented several measures to combat IUU fishing within their jurisdiction. This decision is influenced by the compliance with the international law and cooperation of member States. Norway has included the provisions from the Agreement of Port State Measure (PSA) into Norwegian national law. Norway has established marine resource act 52, which states that department of fisheries to prevent IUU fishing, which is contrary to national management measures. There has been also secondary law on prohibition on landing of fish and other measures on IUU fishing through Norwegian law (Tonne, 2018).


5.3 Vessel Monitoring Surveillance

The Directorate of Fisheries has mandated the reporting by the fishing vessels whether Norwegian or foreign fishing vessels operating within their waters. For Norwegian fishing vessels, the Directorate of Fisheries has mandated to install an AIS, which is approved by the same department. The installer is also authorised by the Directorate of Fisheries to install the VMS transmitter or transceiver, which is programmed to transmit data such as position, vessel’s speed as well as course (Norwegian Maritime Authority, 2000). This transmitter is used to track the movement of fishing vessel and it is a tool to improve the efficiency of MCS and improving the effectiveness of resource management (FAO, 2001).

The Norwegian authority has mandated the reporting and installation of VMS transmitters for all fishing vessels of 24 meters or more in length engaged in transport and fishing operations as well as harvesting seaweeds (Norwegian Maritime Authority, 2000). The Skagerrak area has more precise and stringent requirements for Norwegian and EU vessels. The position reporting is mandatory for these vessels operating within Skagerrak area. The international agreement facilitates the establishment of Fisheries Monitoring Centre (FMC) by flag States. These FMCs receive the position reports as well as various other electronic reports, which is forwarded to national FMCs (DOF, 2015).

5.4 Inspection of fishing vessel and catches

Norway has the Coast Guard capability under the stewardship of the Royal Norwegian Navy that patrols the EEZ. The Coast Guard has strong surveillance capacity with a fleet comprising of 13 vessels, all under the Royal Norwegian Ministry of Defence. Their duties include resource control and patrolling their EEZ as well as the inspection of foreign fishing vessels’ daily catches against rights allocated to the vessel and any compliant licencing documentation (NMFCA, 2007).

They also use AIS for tracking the IUU fishing vessel. The automatic identification system is an automatic tracking system, which detect the vessel. They conduct more than 1,800 inspection on fishing vessels annually in Norwegian waters. They use all possible technology to monitor the activities of the fishing vessels, which includes VMS system. The VMS system are very effective in tracking the activities of the fishing vessels. The Norwegian Coast Guard tracks the vessels fishing activities, as fishers are obliged by law to place themselves in illegal
position\textsuperscript{14}. The government relies intensively on the Coast Guard capabilities as evidenced by the budget spent in 2011 of 86 mill. € (James et al., 2019).

5.5 Enforcement resources

Quotas systems are used globally as means to restrict overexploitation of captured fish. The Norwegian system is divided in three groups and allocated to groups of vessels, either as per individual vessel quotas or by maximum quotas, which are set as upper limit of the annual catch. The interesting fact is that these quotas have a fixed quantity of particular species that cannot be exceeded\textsuperscript{15}.

In 1994, Norway started blacklisting vessels that were identified in IUU fishing and/or such activities in the Northeast Atlantic Waters. These vessels are banned to do fishing activities in Norwegian waters. These blacklisting the vessel deter the IUU fishing in the Norwegian water. Other several States and organisations adopted this concept of blacklisting where Norway is a member State (NMFCA, 2007).

5.6 Discussion

MCS measures are measures recommended by the international community to conserve and exploit natural resources sustainably. Simultaneously, these measures must eliminate, deter and prevent IUU fishing. This depends on variable issues to be considered. Primarily, a State must have ratified or acceded UNCLOS and subsequent relevant agreements with the objective to deter, eliminate and prevent IUU fishing. Furthermore, these policies aligned to achieve these objectives. However, one of the barriers of effective implementation of policies is the fragmented institutional structures and budget constraints, therefore stretching limited resources in their disposal. The study analysed the institutional framework and policies in relation to effective management of fisheries resources and MCS measures to deter IUU fishing in South Africa and Norway as case study.


The two country’s institutional framework varies, and implementation of policies’ approaches contrast significantly. However, there are similarities regarding the adoption of MCS measures to combat IUU fishing. South Africa has established a legal administration framework focusing on policies that requires inclusivity of small-scale fisheries. However, the implementation thereof brought challenges among fishing sectors. South African IUU fishing generally relates to non-compliance of regulations by the citizens within the national EEZ (De Coning & Witbooi, 2015).

There are efforts made by DAFF administration to have structures that are effective and in line with policies, however the lack of implementation resources such as budget constraints and downsizing the department contributes to an unsuccessful deterrence of IUU fishing. In Norway, their success is based on the value attached to a healthy ecological system and the sustainability of marine resources. As such, the administrators rely on the advice from the scientific recommendations of ICES for the determination of quotas, which needs to be adhered to. Furthermore, any policy considerations include the relevant stakeholders, in particular trade unions and associations representing fishers. This approach provides affected fishers a voice as they are taken to confidence in the processes for meetings that take place twice a year.

With respect to South Africa the dynamics of the country required an approach which will respond to the socio-economic development and empowerment of small-scale fishers to participate in decision making and self-regulate, and that implies the requirement that DAFF consults the stakeholders. However, the small-scale fishers feel that their views are not considered by DAFF.

The monitoring of natural resources in South Africa is of acceptable international standards as they apply scientific recommendation of quota system through TAC and TAE and this practice was applauded by the international community (Cochrane et al., 2020).

Nonetheless, the enforcement capacities of the MCS system in South Africa is lacking and that created a loophole in which infringements take place (Norton, 2015). In order to effectively apply the VMS system adopted by South Africa, other tools such as licenses stating species, allowable quotas for each fishing boat, patrolling vessels and FCO, should be effectively operational to fulfil objectives of conservation of natural resources in a sustainable manner. However, as alluded in this study, there are weaknesses in enforcement measures due to the inconsistent application of MCS measures and lack of capacity of FCO to inspect, patrol the coastline and record data that could be utilized as evidence in court (Nolan, 1999).
The Norwegian government’s approach to law enforcement is undertaken by the Norwegian Coast Guard with thirteen vessels for surveillance and patrols. The institutional structures are harmonized with the objectives of the Department of Fisheries and well resourced. The Navy is empowered to conduct the searches of the vessels and crew and retain data for possible prosecution. Furthermore, they are able to assist fishers to discard fish captured illegally or redirect them to leave the area. This differs with joint operation conducted by the South African Navy, SAPS, DAFF and FCO. Because of the different mandates that the law enforcers have at national level, the operations are not undertaken on a regular basis, therefore serve as a short-term solution. Although FCO are empowered to enforce the law having similar powers as Norwegian Coast Guard, there are limited in their operation by a shortage of manpower.

Norway has vast experience in fisheries management and research, in recent years they play a pivotal role in supporting the developing States on implementation of policies that improves the MCS measures, for instance, investing in training of FCO in partnership with Fish Force with the aim of capacity building (SLF, 2016).

5.7 Conclusion

IUU fishing is a sad reality of each coastal State, however, the difference is how this issue is managed or eliminated. Norway is not distinct in this regard. Their approach is to conserve and sustain. The policy objectives are achieved by investing resources that will meet these goals. The use of scientific observers and researchers is respected, in that it provides an understanding of which management of fisheries can benefit. This case study analysed the manner in which Norway implements their enforcement measures to combat IUU fishing by assessing the international and national legal framework and implementations of policies. Moreover, it illustrates an example of the effectiveness of MCS measures where stakeholders and government administrators have a good relationship to fulfil the objectives. Furthermore, various capacities of law enforcement such as the mandatory of VMS installation on Norwegian fishing vessels, inspection and surveillance tracked 24 hours. This includes foreign fishing vessels that are instrumental in mitigating the effects of IUU fishing. The enforcement measures are respected because they benefit healthy ecosystems and thus improve the harvest of fish stocks.

From a South African perspective, there are innumerable issues in controlling the IUU fishing. There are mismatches in terms of policy objectives and the allocation of resources to fulfil
these objectives. For instance, fishers who lack regard for FCO inspectors because they allege that they are corrupt. A VMS system is effective where there are mandatory regulations for accountability. A VMS measure strengthens MCS capabilities of traceability of fishing vessels activities. Moreover, if it is complemented by other tools such as operational licenses or any authenticated certification of the goods harvested. The weakness of a VMS system is the reliance on fishing vessels owners to install it, and that if installed, it can be manipulated or switched off to avoid detection. Also, certificates are susceptible to manipulation.

A measure to mitigate the shortcoming of verifying actual goods is a regular training of FCOs about different species and what constitutes a legitimate document (Norton, 2015). Law enforcement can benefit if the legal framework of policies includes techniques such as forensic to improve detection of illegally captured species. Forensics science is the wide spectrum of science to answer questions of interest in the legal system in relation to a crime. Proof produced by forensics can support investigations and deter illegal fishing activities along the food supply chain (Martinsohn, 2011). Nonetheless, law enforcement capability closes this loophole if the country is determined to eliminate, deter and prevent IUU fishing.
Chapter 6: Conclusion and Recommendation

6.1 Conclusion

a) IUU fishing and International regime towards combating

The FAO instruments on IUU fishing have been established to eliminate and deter IUU fishing. Instruments such as the 1958 Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the Living Resources of the High Seas sought international cooperation to properly manage high seas’ fish stocks. Further, instruments such as the Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 relating to Conservation and Management of Straddling Fish Stocks Agreement and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks (UN Fish Stocks Agreement), provides duties on how to maintain control of fish stocks and includes the use of MCS.

IPOA-IUU is a voluntary and non-binding instrument following whose adoption the States are encouraged to bring in fisheries conservation and management measures into the national legislation or regulations with an objective to prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU fishing. This is achieved by implementation of enforceable measures through flag States on fishing vessels measures such as fishing vessel identification and marking fishing gear.

The 1995 code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, and the 1993 Agreement to Promote Compliance with International Conservation and Management Measure by Fishing Vessels on the High Seas also known as (FAO Compliance Agreement) are instruments that facilitate implementation of MCS.

Implementation of MCS measures is underpinned in the international legal framework and national policies to combat IUU fishing. The effectiveness of MCS measures is reliant of the
State policy objectives and available resources to achieve them. Furthermore, there must be synchronisation of institutions as they may cause an overlap resulting in misutilization of resources.

Further, a major responsibility lies on the Flag States to maintain control of the fishing vessels flying their flags. However, flag States fail to comply effectively with UNCLOS article 94(1) with regards to management of fishing vessels under their flag whilst operating at high seas. In this context, use of fishing licences or employment of fishing observers and inspection schemes or instruments that are legally enforceable documents are among MCS measures available for implementation to improve control over the fishing vessels.

b) SA role and its regime to combat IUU fishing

This dissertation has analysed the effectiveness of MCS measures in South Africa, in particular the VMS and the law enforcement capacities of State agencies to deter, eliminate and prevent IUU fishing. The South African legal framework is in line with the international regulations and SAN, SAPS and FCOs contribute resources for IUU fisheries inspection and deterrence. It further attempted to highlight the weaknesses of the fisheries management as a contribution to the failure of the effectiveness to combat IUU fishing. There is limited human and financial resources, and also a lack of cooperation among enforcement agencies as well as inconsistency of law enforcement measures.

South Africa’s large coastline provides to be a challenge to the DEFF considering that the fishing ecosystem is distinct in this region. Additionally, even though MLRA is a vital instrument of SA to combat IUU fishing, it has not been effectively enforced by DEFF. This due to the fact that there has been institutional down scale which has resulted in lack of manpower to effectively implement measures to combat IUU fishing. A key barrier in governance institutions is lack of transparency in the management, it weakens the cooperation between small-scale communities and authorities, to comply with MCS measures to prevent illegal fishing activities as government does not provide incentives that improves their socioeconomic circumstances(Cochrane et al., 2020b).

c) Status of SA’s current system

There are many contributing factors to IUU fishing, such as policies that are incompatible to the effectiveness of law enforcement, socio-economic issues, lack of expert knowledge in fisheries management, and poor consultation with all stakeholders. Among the concerning
issues, it is the prevalence of corruption in the enforcement agencies, that has triggered mistrust among stakeholders. It became clear that DEFF policies were reviewed in an attempt to address issues of marginalization and rights allocation in the fishing sector and to deter IUU fishing. However, it brought many new entrants in the small-scale fishing sector without effectively providing legitimate verifications of the fishing rights. Furthermore, the implementation of these policies, in particular small-scale fisheries policies, have not been transparent and long-term fishing rights holders brought tension in the fishing sector with small fishing vessel owners. It is during this period that IUU fishing increased taking advantage of the loopholes in regulations. Moreover, MCS measures and tools required to combat IUU fishing were inefficient to deal with these developments.

There are notable weaknesses in the efficiency of fishing management as observed from the government department constant change in the ministry. This heightened the uncertainty and stability required by the fishing sector due to lack of transparency. Furthermore, the continual decline in management efficiency in the department has impacted negatively on human resource management in hiring. It is the fact that Abalone fish are depleting.

South Africa MCS plan includes the use of VMS and the combination of port inspections, sea patrols and the deployment of FCOs. The State agencies such as SAN, SAPS, INTERPOL, and FCOs conduct joint operations using sea patrols. However, these patrols are not consistent; therefore, they are only useful as short-term deterring measure. The fisheries department has only four fishing surveillance vessels, this number is inadequate given that the SAN do not conduct patrols in close intervals.

VMS is important for long- and short-range detection because of the prompt feedback it provides while the illegal fishing takes place. In South Africa, there is a database of registered fishing vessels using VMS. However, the weakness is that a VMS can be manipulated or switched off on the fishing vessel. Moreover, it requires the strength of law enforcement capability to ensure its compliance. Patrolling of the coastline is weak and has created a loophole of illegal activities taking place, independent use of VMS is not effective.

Fishing inspectors are endowed with powers to patrol, search the crew and fishing vessels, however it has emerged that there is a lack of capacity building, training and are under staffed for responsibilities they are placed upon. The fisher's disrespect fishing inspectors due to their insufficient knowledge and understanding the complex species dealt with daily. Moreover, they are often confused on appropriate actions to be taken in procedures to assist fishers to avoid
violations. Inspectors are overpowered by the numbers of fishers engaged in illegal activities, as a result they are unable to discharge their duties effectively.

**d) Norway’s regime towards deterrence of IUU Fishing**

The Norwegian case study provides a perspective of good practice in fishing management to deter IUU fishing by implementing process such as reporting and installation of transmitters for all fishing vessels of 15 meters or more in length engaged in transport and fishing operations as well as harvesting seaweeds. The international agreement by Norway facilitates the establishment of Fisheries Monitoring Centre (FMC) of Norwegian fishing vessels by receiving position reports or electronic reports, which is thereafter forwarded to national FMCs.

Norway illustrates an example of the effectiveness of MCS measures where stakeholders and government administrators cooperate with measures such as mandatory VMS installation on Norwegian and foreign fishing vessels which facilitates 24 hours surveillance.

**e) Challenges in implementing the Norwegian system in SA**

There is encouraging sign is that South African government has given a lot of attention to IUU fishing and awareness of the danger it represents is increasing. However, South Africa needs to be more proactive in its measure to ensure that IUU fishing is effectively combated.

For example, the good practices established by Norway is a very good initial point of reference. The effectiveness of the Norwegian Coast Guard with thirteen vessels for surveillance and patrols to conduct the searches of the vessels and crew and retain data for possible prosecution have to be mentioned. On detection of IUU fishing, the coast guard vessels enforce discard of fish captured illegally or redirect them to leave the area. This differs with joint operation conducted by the South African Navy, SAPS, DAFF and FCOs with operations that are not undertaken on a regular basis and serve as a short-term solution. Although FCOs are empowered to enforce the law having similar powers as Norwegian Coast Guard, there are limited in their operation by a shortage of manpower.

Many factors affect the efficient fisheries management they include the efficient manner of using available resources. Data revealed that FCO’s require sufficient training to execute their duties. Although the administrators consult stakeholders and the community for policy development, however, evidence has shown that the concerns of allocation of fishing rights continually raised by stakeholders and communities are not given full attention. The law enforcement and MCS measures are under severe constraint since scaling down of human
resource. Furthermore, the closing down of environmental court has collapsed the efficiency in which non-compliance can be effectively dealt with. Finally, the study highlighted the existing animosity between fisheries management and communities and stakeholders due to mistrust of administrators’ decisions and lack of transparency in processes and feeling led down by fisheries administrators. Therefore, these circumstances provide an opportunity for non-compliance or rebelliousness towards fisheries laws and regulations.

6.2 Recommendations

The dissertation concludes that the following measures may be undertaken by the South African government to improve of their current management and deterrence of IUU fishing:

1. **At policy level**

The harmonization of fisheries policies should be considered to ensure efficiency in its implementation. In particular, the implementation of a policy on small-scale fisheries has brought many challenges. The department should have transparent processes that are easy to understand by the actors involved, in particular the fishers.

The department should consider improvement of Satellites Remote Sensing (SRS) as a long-term solution, due to their efficiency in detecting vessel movements and detection of illegal activities. This method is cost effective, as it requires less human participation. Research in law enforcement capabilities is required to shed light in the effectiveness of MCS measures. Human resources involved in the enforcement activities need to be increased. Cooperation and information sharing need to be prompt between different stakeholders involved in the deterrence of IUU fishing.

At an administrative level, more human resources capacity should be employed.

MCM should consider strict application of MCS measures in the fishing industry and non-compliance should be penalized according to seriousness of violations.

2. **At management level**

More training and exchange programmes are required in both commercial and small-scale fisheries with regard to sustainable ways of fishing.

Fisheries inspectors should be afforded training and refreshers’ courses to equip and keep abreast with new trends in the fishing sustainability methods that will enhance compliance with
regulations. Exchange and training programme for FCOs with the country having good practices in deterring IUU fishing will bring considerable change in techniques.

3. **At international level**

   Administration should have a database of companies and individuals who are not compliant with fisheries regulations and laws and they should have power to blacklist from operating in South African water. Blacklisting of company and vessel should be shared and published as measure of deterrence and information to others concerned.

   Regional initiatives of cooperation and information exchange are required between African nations for combating IUU fishing.

   Further, there is very limited discussion in this area of research, focus must be shifted to this area and determine other efficient methods available in this area.
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LIST OF LEGISLATION


Marine Living Resource Act (MLRA) 1998

National Environmental Management 1998

Criminal Procedure Act 1977